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Background

• HEIs are about Intellectual Capital (IC)

• In a Knowledge Economy IC is a key driver

• Johannesburg HEIs largely absent in local development

• HEIs and local government could benefit from closer co-
operation

• Need to develop partnerships to draw HEIs into local 
development
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The classical dimensions of HE business

• Learning and teaching

• Research

• Community outreach

• Service provision to private and public sector

The missions of JHB HEIs (1)

• RAU strives to provide for the knowledge, research and 
community development needs of SA society

• Wits University is … reaching out to the communities
• Vista … promotes the social and economic development 

interests of its feeder communities
• TSA ... will engage in research and community outreach 

programmes
• TWR adds value by … serving the community
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The missions of JHB HEIs (2)

• RAU… strives … (for) research that is of particular relevance to 
Africa

• Wits … will build increasingly close relationships with the private 
sector, and the public professions … in seeking sponsorship for … 
programmes that contribute to economic and academic development

• TSA role will be characterised by … applied research
• TWR adds value by … forging partnerships … contributing to 

national goals

HEI’s acknowledge that they are embedded in their environment

Benefits of community outreach

• Strategic (political) advantage and networking

• Widens academic opportunities for research, teaching and 
learning

• Potential independent income stream
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Relevant HEI capacities

• Wide range of training and skills development services 
and products

• R&D support

• Technology and technical services support

• Critical readership and review

• Source of graduate-level personnel

Local government’s focus on HEIs

• … enrollment in universities must be encouraged

• … a more immediate requirement (is) to assist the labour force 
in the gaining of certificates and diplomas in key areas

• Creating a golden triangle between the City’s universities, its 
industry and the … research councils … could increase the 
competitiveness of the industries

• In the tertiary sector there is more scope for direct Council 
programmes …
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Strategic synergies

SMME catalysationFocus on entrepreneurship

City skills projectSkills development provision

Urban developmentUrban development

Key economic sectorsStrategic R&D niches

Need for R&D servicesNeed to sell R&D services

Growing the skills poolWidening access

Efficiency, effectiveness, 
implementation

Efficiency, effectiveness, 
implementation

Local governmentHigher education

Present state of HEI/Local Government 
interaction

• Ad hoc partnership projects on bi-lateral or 
multi-lateral basis

• Several workshops and meetings around this 
initiative

• Rhetorical commitment on both sides
• Strategic advantage to both sides

… where to next?
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A universal challenge

“… universities have three main tasks: education, 
research and service to the community.  This last element 
of their mission is becoming more and more important, 
and the pressure on universities to engage in activities 
related to regional development is increasing. … The 
interaction of a university with its region, and with the 
industry based in its region, is vitally important.”

Universities of Twente, NL; Joensuu, F; Newcastle, GB

Nature of HEI/LG relations

• HE is an important socio-economic sector 
(tenant) in the City (requires service delivery, 
crime prevention, strategic communication, etc.)

• Key strategic partner to Council for 
implementation of 2030 strategy
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HEIs in local context (1):
Economic perspective
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HEIs in local context (2):
Social perspective
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HEIs in local context (3):
HE as a socio-economic sector

The HE sector in the Johannesburg region employs about 
8500 staff, educates about 75000 students (clients), and 
has a turnover of over R1.3 billion.

Constructing the HE/LG partnership:
Theoretical considerations

• HE must not lose sight of its core function: knowledge 
generation and dissemination

• University-region interaction implies a mutual 
interdependency (transaction versus interaction)

• There exists a dialectical relation between changes in 
knowledge production and university embeddedness in the 
region (Mode Two research)
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“… The creation of knowledge is not something a 
university does in isolation: it is a process that 
depends on cooperation with others.”

PC van der Sijde (Twente), J Kekäle (Joensuu), J Goddard 
(Newcastle) Indus. & Higher Education, April 2002, p73

Constructing the HE/LG partnership:
Possible interventions (1)

International business services 
hub in Doornfontein

Warrick Business School –
training of entrepreneurs, focus 
on SMME

Technology stations, platforms 
or incubators (e.g. Council IT 
consortium)

U Warwick Manufacturing 
Group – in-service training for 
engineers, focus on narrow 
needs of industry

PTA/UP/CSIR Innovation HubUW Science Park – Venture 
capital, technology transfer, 
business services, provision of 
students

Local interventions/strategiesUniversity of Warrick
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Constructing the HE/LG partnership:
Possible interventions (2)

Bi-and multi-lateral projects
• Poly tunnel – RAU expertise in food science, agro-processing 

and horticulture, TWR food technology expertise
• City information database – all HEIs have capacity in ICT
• Call Centre in Soweto – Vista campus
• City skills project
• Hillbrow Community Health programme – Joint Wits/TWR, 

local and regional government project

Constructing the HE/LG partnership:
Possible interventions (3)

• RAU/TWR optical cable link (Business Services campus)
• Newtown Cultural precinct – Wits and TWR Creative arts as key 

inputs
• Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions tourism -

linked to Gauteng strategy, drawing on RAU/TWR
• Science shops
• Industrial Innovation and Recycling Technologies Centre

Toward a Technology Training and Learning Corridor
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Some riders and constraints
• Public role of HE versus need to generate independent income
• If HEIs re-orient their business toward local interests, they 

should become preferred suppliers
• If HEIs are to be strategic partners, they ought to be drawn 

into planning process
• The partnership must enjoy support at top levels, and must be 

organisationally owned by a senior strategic manager
• Regional government interests need to be factored into a 

HE/LG partnership
• This is a long-term development strategy

The next steps ?

• Agree in principle to take initiative further (buy-
in from Principals)

• Identify bite-size pilot projects

• Establish operational structure(s)

• Draft Memorandum of Agreement


